TERM 2 CALENDAR

End of term 2—Friday, 24th June
2-30pm dismissal

Start of term 3—Monday, 11th July

SPECIAL FRIENDS DAY

We had a fantastic turn up of special friends and grandparents to our morning tea. We listened to the Mem Fox story, Wilfred Gordon McDonald. The students then spent time discussing memories and stories from the past. The students then read to their friends. In class Mrs Nixon had worked on preparing photographs of what the students may look like in fifty years. The photograph of Nash was almost identical to his grandfather. The students then made predictions of what the world would be like in the future. Thank you to all of the people that provided food and to Kellie for her work in the kitchen. This was a wonderful day.

James: For using sounds to make words.
Aaron: For using great strategies to solve mathematical tasks.
Nash: For using support material to solve a challenging mathematical task.
Abigail: For including others in play.

Next term we are all attending a performance of this wonderful show on Wednesday, 27th July. We will be travelling by train to the city and back.

PARENT TEACHER INTERVIEWS

Parents are invited to make a time to discuss your child’s progress early in the new term. Please contact the grade teacher to arrange a suitable time.

END OF TERM

The school will be dismissed at the earlier time of 2-30pm this Friday.

CANTEEN

Thank you to all of the families that have placed orders for our canteen tomorrow. The food is being purchased after school today. Students who have not placed an order will need to bring their own lunch.